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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear BioMed Central Editorial Production Team,

Thank you for your recent email, we have pleasure in submitting the revised manuscript as per your instructions, we address each point by point as requested. Our appolgies for the delay in replying but the University has been closed over the Easter period.

Formatting changes requested
-----------------------------
Authors’ list- we notice that John Macleod and Sue Wilson are inverted in the manuscript compared to the submission system. Please update the system so that both author lists are correct and identical. - modified to that both match

Please remove the figure title and number (ie Figure 1) from the figure image file. - done

Figure cropping - It is important for the final layout of the manuscript that the figures are cropped as closely as possible to minimise white space around the image. Our online figure guide contains full details for preparing files for submission and can be viewed here: http://www.biomedcentral.com/info/ifora/figures - done

Please ensure that all the references are cited in the text before the full stop. done

We hope that this is satisfactory.

Kind regards
Dr Helen J Stokes-Lampard, Dr John Macleod, Prof Sue Wilson.